
IMPORTANCE OF CHEMISTRY TO SHELTER

What is role of chemistry in todays life = Absolutely nothing happens in life or any where else without chemicals and
chemistry the role is is oly limited by the.

It has helped to protect the crops from insects and harmful bacteria by the use of certain effective insecticides,
fungicides, and pesticides. How can you clean up the environment? Chemical reactions occur when you
breathe, eat, or just sit there reading. Many of the changes you observe in the world around you are caused by
chemical reactions. It also plays a role in finding poisonous gases like mustard gas, Phosgene etc. These space
age coatings and paints are designed to make properties look better, perform better and last longer. These new
fabrics are reducing the amount of time it takes to care for clothes; they are also helping the environment by
making it easier for people to avoid dry-cleaning and other, energy-wasting cleaning methods. Examples
include detergents, oils, and fats, sugar, paper, glass, plastic, paints, cosmetics, perfumes, cooking gas etc. We
are able to beat the heat in summers by using refrigerants like ammonia, liquid sulphur dioxide, and freon.
Nutritional Chemists What they do: Perform research on the physical and chemical properties of nutrients and
how Mother Nature packages them in the foods that we enjoy every day. If you take classes in chemistry,
you'll apply math and logic, which can make studying chemistry a challenge if you are weak in those areas.
Education A four-year undergraduate degree in chemistry, biology, or food science is a typical starting point
and is sufficient for most jobs in product development. Let us look at them one by one. Career Path Since
agricultural and food science touches so many aspects of our lives, there are many areas into which chemists
in the field can effectively transition. Chemistry has given drugs like LSD, cocaine, brown sugar. Chemistry is
important because everything you do is chemistry! Today's fabrics can be treated for specific purposes, such
as rugged outdoor use, or business wear. Transport and communication: All means of transport use either
petrol or diesel or coal which are all chemical products. These chemical compounds have been proven to
reduce energy costs and to create a more comfortable shelter for use as a private residence, business
headquarters, or any other purpose. They also enforce air quality and environmental regulations. One such
example is the replacement of CFCs in the refrigerators. Importance of Taking Chemistry Everyone can and
should understand basic chemistry, but it may be important to you to take a course in chemistry or even make
a career out of it. For example, to become a member of the Society of Flavor Chemists, you must pass a
five-year apprenticeship with a flavor house, as well as a written and oral test. This includes industries like
glass, cement, paper, textile, leather, dye etc.


